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Abstract — During the solar eclipse of 1 August 2008 three
programs of physics observations were independently
conducted by teams in Kiev, Ukraine, and Suceava, Romania,
separated by about 440 km. The Ukraine team operated five
independent miniature torsion balances, one Romania team
operated two independent short ball-borne pendulums, and the
other Romania team operated a long Foucault-type pendulum.
All three teams detected unexplained disturbances, and these
disturbances were mutually correlated. The overall pattern of
the observations exhibits certain perplexing features.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

There is a long history of experiments and observations
aimed at investigating possible previously unknown
physical effects during solar eclipses. The outstanding such
investigation is undoubtedly the famous Eddington
expedition of 1919 which confirmed the prediction by the
new theory of general relativity of the double deviation past
the Sun of light-rays.
Types of apparatus that have been used in more recent
eclipse experiments include pendulums of various types
such as long Foucault-type pendulums, ball-borne
pendulums, stationary pendulums, horizontal pendulums and
torsion pendulums, vertically and horizontally operating
gravimeters, tilt-meters and long water levels, gyroscopes,
and atomic clocks. Many clear negative results and a
number of disputed positive results have been obtained, but
no clear picture has emerged. The subject is an
outstandingly difficult one for application of proper
scientific methodology, in particular because the
circumstances of every eclipse are different and thus no
experiment can be effectively repeated.
A solar eclipse on 1 August 2008 passed across northern
regions of Canada, Greenland, Russia, Mongolia, and China.
On this occasion a group in Kiev, Ukraine (including the
second author of this paper) and a group in Suceava,
northern Romania (including the first and third authors)
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performed observations of various types. It is considered
significant that, at the time, neither group had any
knowledge whatever of the existence or the activities of the
other. The general observational locations (at both of which
the eclipse was shallow partial) were about 440 km apart.
The group in Ukraine operated five miniature torsion
balances, while the group in Romania operated two short
ball-borne pendulums and one long Foucault-type
pendulum.
We describe the three experiments individually, and then
compare their results. All times are referred to UT, unless
otherwise stated.
II. OBSERVATIONS IN KIEV, UKRAINE
A. Historical Review
The idea of using a torsion balance for observation of
astronomical phenomena was suggested by Nikolai
Kozyrev, the famous Russian astrophysicist [1]. In this
reference he claimed that a torsion pendulum would respond
to an eclipse, but did not cite any actual experimental work.
Subsequently torsion pendulums of various types have been
used in investigations during eclipses by Saxl and Allen [2],
Luo Jun [3], and Kuusela [4, 5], with mixed but interesting
results.
B. Structure of the Kiev Apparatus
Starting in 2006, the second author's team has conducted
observations during solar and lunar eclipses using multiple
asymmetrical torsion balances at the Main Astronomical
Observatory of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences in Kiev
[6, 7].
The suspended unit of each of the torsion balances used in
these experiments consists of a light wooden beam (referred
to hereafter as the "pointer"), a small lead counterbalance,
and a very thin suspension fiber (usually a natural silk
thread about 30 μm in diameter). The total weight of this
suspended unit is 0.5 g or less. The housing is made from
glass plates 2 mm thick in the shape of a 24 x 24 x 18 cm
box. The edges of this glass box are sealed from the inside
with silicon sealant, and are covered from the outside with
adhesive tape. In order to exclude electrostatic influences,
this housing is completely surrounded by a reliably
grounded (sometimes double) metal net of cell size 1~2 cm.
The upper end of the suspension fiber is attached by
adhesive to the center of the upper inner surface of the box,
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Fig. 2: Behavior durin
ng the solar eclippse

F
Fig. 1: One of the Kiev torsion balances

an
nd a circular scale
s
with 5° divisions is fixed
f
to the bo
ottom
su
urface of the box.
b
The dev
vice is oriented so that the scale
zeero is coincideent with zero astronomical
a
a
azimuth.
Fig. 1 show
ws one of ourr torsion balaances. The baalance
beeam asymmettry index (the ratio of the arrm lengths L,, x) is
1::26~29. Wheen balanced, with m annd M being
g the
reespective massses of the lonng and short arms,
a
the cond
dition
m * L = M * x is satisfied.
The design of such a balance makess it insensitivve to
vaariations in gravitational
g
p
potential
and ensures that it is
un
naffected by gravitationall (tidal) inflluences from
m any
diirection. This is particularly
y important at
a times of syzzygy,
when
w
the combbined gravitattional effect from the Sunn and
Moon
M
is maxim
mal. The sealinng of the housings rules ou
ut any
po
ossibility of interference
i
d to air currrents or hum
due
midity
vaariations, andd improves the
t
thermal stabilization. The
diiamagnetic prroperties of thhe materials reeduce significcantly
th
he influence of magnetic fieelds, althoughh they do not elimin
nate them com
mpletely, whille the small-ccell grounded steel
wire
w cages in w
which the houusings are conntained protecct the
baalances from
m the action
n of static electricity. These
T
grrounded cagges also serve as barriers aggainst
ellectromagneticc radiation with wavelengthh longer than 1 cm.
Th
he possibiliity of reaction to shorter-wavele
s
ength
ellectromagneticc radiation is not
n consideredd.
C.
C Operation
Observationss are performeed with all thee devices therm
mally
stabilized. In particular, thhe balances aare set up at
a the
ob
bservational ssite at least on
ne day beforee the beginnin
ng of
measurements,
m
in rooms wiith closed dooors and winddows.
Th
hese precautiions are takeen in order tto standardizee the
co
onditions of obbservation andd minimize nooise.
In the absennce of any auttomatic registtration system
m, the
reeading processs is visual. Inn order to takee readings, ev
very 5
minutes,
m
an obsserver enters the room wheere the devicees are
in
nstalled and aapproaches thhem for abouut 15-20 seconds,
while
w
he remainns in a neighbboring room aat other timess. The
reeading error ddoes not exceeed 3°. Other people,
p
compuuters,
ellectromechaniical devicess, metallic furniture, air
co
onditioners, unnnecessary illluminating lam
mps, and so on
o are
rig
gorously excluuded from thee experimentaal chamber.

Fig. 3: Locaal meteorologicall conditions on ecclipse day

D. R
Results
Onn 1 August 20008, the day of
o the solar eclipse which was
w
partiial at Kiev, observations
o
began
b
4 hourrs prior to fiirst
contaact and continnued until 4 hoours after fourrth contact. Fiive
indeppendent torrsion balancces were operated. The
T
expeerimental
l
location
w
was
at
50°21'50.29" N,
30°229'48.02" E. Here (at the Main Astronomiccal
Obseervatory in Kiev)
K
the mag
gnitude at thee partial eclip
pse
maxiimum was 0.38,
0
the firrst contact T1
T occurred at
09h 05m 14s, and the fourth
h contact T44 occurred at
11h 07m 03s.
me chart of th
he recorded variations
v
of the
t
Fiig. 2 is a tim
azim
muths of the to
orsion balancee pointers. F33, F6, F11, F1
12,
and F15
F are our deevice serial nuumbers.
Fiig. 3 shows the
t temperatu
ure and pressuure recorded in
Kievv on the day of the eclipse in
n terms of loccal time (UT+3
3).
E. A
Analysis
Duuring the firstt three hours of
o observationns there were no
variaations that we
w interpret as
a meaningfuul, and all fiive
devicces behavedd relatively quietly. But
B
significaant
movements of thee pointers of three of the devices
d
(F3, F6,
F
t first contaact T1 and the
t
and F12) occurreed between the
T Exactly, deviations beegan somewh
hat
fourtth contact T4.
before T1 and endded a little affter T4, and F6 was generaally
o
direcction to F3 aand F12. For all
distuurbed in the opposite
thesee three devicees, the disturb
bance pattern after Tmax (tthe
mom
ment of maxiimum eclipsee) was signifi
ficantly strongger
than before Tmaxx. Approximattely half an hour after T4 the
t
behaavior of all five devicess became geenerally stabble.
How
wever somewh
hat later, at 13.00±2.5 minn (the resolutiion
of thhe 5 minute observational
o
c
cycle),
the poointers of all the
t
five devices all rootated abruptlyy in the same direction. Theese
t
movements occuurred simultaaneously in terms of the
t
tempporal resolution of observvation. It is clear from the
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caalmness of the
t
environm
mental data that variatioon of
meteorological
m
conditions was not ressponsible forr this
ph
henomenon.
F.. Comments
This sharp ddisturbance su
uggests some abrupt new siignal.
It does not seem
m to have beeen provoked by
b any local factor,
fa
beecause the experimental environment remained exxactly
what
w
it had been duringg the previious 8 hourrs of
ob
bservations, aand the observ
vational procedure was exxactly
th
he same. We cconsider that this
t sudden juump was relatted to
th
he solar eclipsee, even thoughh it occurred about
a
2 hourss after
foourth contact, because such drastic varriations were quite
ab
bsent during oobservations on
o other days, including tim
mes of
New
N Moons whhen the angulaar distance beetween the Sun
n and
Moon
M
was onlyy a few degrees. See, for example, [2]. At
A no
otther time havee we ever obsserved such an
a abrupt deviiation
co
orrelated overr multiple deevices. The faact that devicce F6
geenerally moveed in the oppoosite directionn to devices F33 and
F1
12 appears strrange, but oveer the period that we have been
working
w
with thhese miniaturee torsion balannces we have often
ob
bserved similaar phenomenaa, for which we currently have
no
o explanation..
IIII. OBSERVA
ATIONS IN SUC
CEAVA, ROMA
ANIA
A.. Historical R
Review
The "paraconical" or balll-borne penduulum is a sollid or
ph
hysical penduulum suspendeed upon a smaall ball whichh rolls
up
pon a plane, and thus has three degrees of freedom: two
orrthogonal direections of osccillation, and rotation abou
ut the
veertical axis. T
The behaviorr is very sennsitive and rather
r
co
omplex. This type of penduulum was invvented and built by
Maurice
M
Allaiss around 19550, and durinng the subseq
quent
deecade he useed his apparaatus to perfoorm a numbeer of
marathon
m
non-sstop observattional runs. On
O 30 June 19954 a
so
olar eclipse ttook place which
w
was paartial at Pariss, the
ex
xperimental loocation. Prof.. Allais reporrted an abrupt and
un
nexplained ddeviation of the oscillatiion plane off his
peendulum [8], occurring
o
som
mewhat after the
t midpoint of
o the
ecclipse. And onn 2 October 1959, the occcasion of annother
so
olar eclipse paartial at Paris (and of loweer obscurationn), he
reeported a simillar but less pronounced devviation [9], [100].
Anomalies in the behhavior of loong Foucaultt-type
peendulums durring solar ecclipses have been reporteed by
Jeeverdan [11], Popescu and
d Olenici [12]], Mihaila [13
3-15],
an
nd Wuchterl [16] (but apparrently later reppudiated).

Figg. 4: Schematic peendulum structuree

Thhe ring was supported
s
upoon a very accurate sphericcal
sinteered tungsten carbide ball rolling upon a highly accuraate
hardd steel flat. Fig
g. 4 shows thiss structure schhematically.
Foor the pendu
ulum of the automatic system, the thrree
mom
ments of ineertia about the
t
suspensioon point weere
calcuulated as 1184 kg·dm2, 1182 kg·dm2, annd 8.13 kg·dm
m2,
while, for the pen
ndulum of the manual system
m, the momennts
b not exactlly the same, due
d
of innertia were appproximately but
to an
a angular adjustment
a
device
d
(termeed a pendulotorquuator, see beloow) partway along
a
the rod being
b
somewhhat
diffeerent. Howeveer the in bothh cases the raatio between the
t
horizzontal oscillattion momentss (a crucial paarameter for the
t
penddulum behavio
or) was almo
ost exactly the same, as allso
discuussed below. One pendulum
m was mountted upon a veery
rigidd aluminium tripod structu
ure and was operated by an
autom
matic system
m and observ
ved automaticcally with lasser
rangefinders, whille the other was
w mounted upon
u
brick pieers
d manually and
a
observed manually. The
T
and was operated
matic system
m was protected against aiir currents byy a
autom
plasttic shroud andd also by being
g housed in a dedicated sm
mall
room
m specially built
b
within the Planetariium, while the
t
manuual system was
w housed in
i a very sm
mall windowleess
storaage room havving no ventillation, about 15 meters aw
way
from
m the automatic system. Thhe two system
ms are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6.

B.. The Experim
ments
The first aand third auuthors conduucted coordinnated
peendulum expeeriments in Suuceava, northeern Romania on
o the
occcasion of thhe 1 August 2008
2
eclipse. The first author
a
op
perated two short
s
ball-borrne pendulum
ms of length about
a
1 m in two roooms separatedd by about 15 m, while the third
uthor operateed one connventional Fooucault-type long
au
peendulum of aabout 17 m att another locaation about 1..5 km
aw
way.
C.
C The Two Shhort Pendulum
ms
Structure. Thhe two short pendulums
p
weere almost iden
ntical
in
n structure. A 1 meter soliid rod extendded down from an
up
pper ring to a 12 kg horizonntally orientedd lenticular bo
ob.

Fig. 5: The autoomatic system
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Fig. 7: Beh
havior of automattic pendulum oveer 5 days

Fig. 8:
8 Behavior of auutomatic and mannual ball-borne peendulums during the
t
eclipse co
ompared

Fig. 6: The manual system

Operation. O
Once every 12 minutes, eaach pendulum
m was
reeleased from a specific startting azimuth and
a was allow
wed to
sw
wing for 10 m
minutes, duriing which intterval the iniitially
reectilinear motiion of the bobb gradually beecame an elongated
ov
val (as is norm
mal) and preceessed, while also
a the azimuuth of
th
he plane of thee ring changed
d somewhat. Then
T
the penddulum
was
w stopped, annd was releassed again afteer 2 minutes in
i the
saame starting azimuth. Th
hus each 10 minute swinnging
ep
pisode was inddependent, annd their startinng conditions were
id
dentical. For the automattic pendulum
m, the ring plane
p
azzimuth, the ovval minor axiss magnitude, and
a the oval major
m
ax
xis azimuth (precession
(
a
angle)
were recorded
r
everry 30
seeconds; while,, for the manu
ual pendulum
m, at the end of
o the
10
0 minutes off swinging, only
o
the preccession anglee was
reecorded (sincce the other parameters
p
cannnot effectiveely be
deetermined by eye). An efffort was madde to set both
h the
reelease azimuthhs to be the saame at 135°-315°, but due to
t the
laabyrinthine natture of the Suuceava Planetaarium buildingg, this
atttempt may regrettably not have been complletely
su
uccessful. Wee later determ
mined that eacch of these initial
i
azzimuths may hhave been inaaccurate by ass much as ±100°, so
th
hat they may hhave differed by
b up to 20°. The periods of
o the
peendulums werre both about 1.84 seconds.
Results. Thhe automatiic pendulum
m was opeerated
co
ontinuously ffor 114 hourrs spanning the eclipse. The
ex
xperimental location (Suuceava Planeetarium) waas at
47
7°38.51' N, 266°14.73' E. Here the magnitude at the partial
p
ecclipse maximuum was 0.27, the first conttact T1 occurrred at
09
9h 12m 0s, annd the fourrth contact T4 occurred
d at
10
0h 58m 30s. F
Fig. 7 is a tim
me chart showiing the amoun
nts of
prrecession of tthe automatic pendulum affter each swinnging
ep
pisode of 10 m
minutes, durin
ng this entire run. As usuaally is
th
he case, the oth
ther recorded parameters
p
(m
minor axis and
d ring
an
ngle) followedd similar trendds quite closelly, and so they
y will
no
ot be discusseed. This type of
o chart is quiite typical of those
we
w obtain whenn operating ou
ur pendulum. It is clear thaat the
vaariations in beehavior are no
ot due to randdom noise, beccause
th
he precession aamounts in thee supposedly independent swing
s
ep
pisodes are cllearly auto-coorrelated: the value obtaineed for
eaach episode iis very closee to the one obtained fo
or the
ap
pparently inddependent preevious episodde. The geneerally
un
niform trend oof the chart muust therefore be
b due to som
me

non--aleatory influuence that variies on the timee scale of houurs;
the nature of thhat interestinng influence is still undder
investigation.
p
wass operated continuously for
f
Thhe manual pendulum
abouut 90 hours sppanning the eclipse,
e
but efffects associatted
withh operator chan
ngeover impeel us only to consider
c
the daata
for the
t 14 hours spanning the eclipse, whicch was record
ded
contiinuously by a single operattor. Fig. 8 shoows the behavior
of booth the manu
ual pendulum and the autom
matic penduluum
overr this period
d. In this figure,
f
for convenience
c
of
compparison, the precession readings of
o the manuual
penddulum have been
b
adjustedd by a scalingg factor and an
origiin shift (see below).
b
For the
t automatic pendulum, one
o
unit on the verticcal scale corrresponds to 0.011
0
radians of
preceession, i.e. to 0.64°.
Fiig. 9 shows the
t temperatu
ure and pressuure recorded in
Suceeava on the day
d of the ecclipse in term
ms of local tim
me
(UT+
+3).
Annalysis. From
m Fig. 7 we seee that about 24 hours befoore
the eclipse
e
the motion
m
of the automatic penndulum becam
me
geneerally disturbeed, and that thhis continued until well affter
the eclipse,
e
when the pendulum
m again calmedd down.
Thhe detailed beehavior of bothh pendulums over the eclip
pse
periood shown in Fig.
F 8 was reemarkable. Duuring the periiod
before the eclipsee no particulaar disturbancee was detecteed,
b
pendulum
ms
and the 10-minutte precession amounts of both
A
the loccal
geneerally exhibitted the samee behavior. After
eclippse maximum
m the precessiion amount of
o the automaatic
penddulum startedd to increase steadily, whhile that of the
t
manuual pendulum
m started to decrease
d
steaddily. This treend
contiinued unabateed until abou
ut forty minuutes after fourrth
contaact, when thee sense of chaange of the prrecession of the
t
manuual pendulum
m changed to be the samee as that of the
t
autom
matic pendulu
um. After thiis both penduulum precessiion
amouunts marched
d together in
i almost peerfect locksteep,
decreeasing until abbout 12:15, th
hen executing an abrupt spiike
upwaards and back
k downwards which ended at about 13:1
15,
and then increasiing until abouut 14:20, at which
w
point the
t
manuual pendulum
m precession again
a
reversedd its trend. Itt is
clearr from the calm
mness of the environmentaal data that theese
phennomena werre not link
ked to any variation of
meteeorological co
onditions.
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Fig. 9: L
Local meteorological conditions onn eclipse day

Comments - the behavio
or after the eclipse. With
h the
ualification off the above reversals
r
in sign,
s
the simiilarity
qu
beetween the poost-eclipse distturbances of the
t two penduulums
from about 11:330 to about 144:30 is very saalient. In partiicular
th
he sharp spikees at around 12:45 are ideentical, bearin
ng in
mind
m
the low
w temporal reesolution of the experim
mental
method.
m
It is difficult to believe
b
that these coordinated
deeviations weree coincidental.
Remarks upoon non-identiity of the penndulums. Thee fact
th
hat the two pendulums didd not do the same thing at
a the
saame time must be faced. We had aimed at the ideeal of
co
onstructing ttwo identicaal pendulum
ms, but did not
co
ompletely succeed. The folllowing factors are considerred to
haave been involved:
(1) The maasses and mooments of innertia of thee two
peendulums werre not the sam
me, although thhey were closse. (It
is very difficult to build twoo pendulums that are absollutely
id
dentical.)
(2) The peendulum angu
ular adjustmeents were allmost
ceertainly differeent.
(3) The initiaal release azim
muths may haave been someewhat
diifferent.
fa
We do not think that (1) was an important factor.
Although
A
the masses andd dimensionss of the vaarious
co
omponents off the two pen
ndulums were slightly diffe
ferent,
th
hese differencees did not ex
xceed 1% (exccept in the caase of
th
he pendulo-torrquators) and were
w probablyy less. In partiicular
a very importaant parameter for the moveement of the ballbo
orne pendulum
m is the prop
portional diffeerence betweeen the
moments
m
of innertia around the two orthhogonal horizzontal
ax
xes through the suspension point, i.e. Allais's value
β = 2(M1-M2)//(M1+M2). Inn our designn this value β is
ntirely determ
mined by the shape
s
and thee mass of the ring,
en
an
nd was virtuallly the same for
f the two penndulums, sincce the
rin
ngs were veryy accurately machined
m
andd weighed. (IIn the
caase of our penndulums, β=0.0001828 almosst exactly.)
(2) is a funndamental faactor that hass previously been
ov
verlooked in work with thhe ball-borne pendulum. Before
B
reelease, the penndulum is heldd by a latch thhat engages with
w a
sm
mall pin projeecting from th
he rim of the lenticular
l
bob
b. The
ex
xact angular pposition of thiis pin around the central ax
xis of
th
he pendulum rrod, with respeect to the anguular position of
o the
triihedral of inerrtia, thereforee determines thhe "twist anglle" of
th
he initial swinnging plane with respect to that triheedral:
id
deally this twisst angle wouldd be zero. Thee way in whicch the
motion
m
evolvess from the moment
m
of inittial release is very
seensitive to the twist angle. In
I our penduluum we accorddingly
prrovide an acccurate rotatioonal adjustmeent device at
a the
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apprroximate long
gitudinal centter of the rodd: the pendulotorquuator. By expperiment we have
h
found thaat adjustment of
the pendulo-torquuator by as little as 10' is sufficient to
prodduce a noticeaable differencee in the time evolution of the
t
penddulum motion as recorded by
b our high prrecision sensoors.
Since it is impossible in practtice to set thee twist angle to
zero in the workkshop to this level of accuracy, the onnly
possible procedurre is to perfoorm repeatedd releases whhile
adjusting the penddulo-torquatorr systematicallly, and to infer
ngle is zero byy analysis of the
t motion. Thhis
whenn the twist an
was done for ouur automatic pendulum,
p
buut the pendulotorquuator we prrovided on the
t
manual pendulum was
w
imprrovised and was
w difficult to adjust accuurately when the
t
penddulum was moounted, so thaat we were com
mpelled to sett it
beforehand on a jig.
j Thereforee it cannot be guaranteed thhat
bothh pendulums were
w
identicallly adjusted in twist. We are
a
fairlyy certain th
hat this factt was respoonsible for the
t
requuirement to incclude the scaliing factor andd the origin shhift
in orrder to make the precessionn angles rougghly comparabble
as inn Fig. 8; but th
hat crude lineear compensattion is purely ad
hoc. Moreover, although
a
the analysis
a
is noot complete, we
w
t
conssider that this matter may have been at the root of the
reverrsals in the treend of the preecession valuee for the manu
ual
penddulum, whichh may have represented one precessiion
tendeency overcom
ming an oppposite tendenccy at a certaain
stagee.
(3) Whether it
i is considerred that an (undetermineed)
r
azimutths could havee been importaant
diffeerence in the release
mustt depend uponn the model adopted
a
for how a ball-borrne
penddulum might respond
r
to ann eclipse. As yet we have no
suchh model, and thherefore the im
mportance off this factor muust
remaain moot; buut this introdduces a furthher element of
unceertainty, and provides
p
anotther possible reason for why
w
the tw
wo pendulum
ms did not behaave in the sam
me way.
D. T
The Long Penndulum
Sttructure. A lonng pendulum of the Foucauult type (the bob
b
and alidade are shhown in Fig. 10) was set up by the third
v
solid waalls
authoor in a disused church tower having very
moree than 1.5 m thick, in Suceava toown center at
47°338.77' N, 26°15.72' E. The suspension
s
waas a simple hoook
engaaged in a cupp. The lengthh of the penddulum wire was
w
abouut 17 meters, and
a the bob was
w a lenticulaar mass of aboout
8 kg, made of leadd.

F 10 - Foucaultt pendulum bob
Fig.
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Fig. 11 - The Foucault pendulum behavior on eclipse day

Operation. The pendulum was released along a swing
azimuth of 90° (i.e. E-W) approximately every 50 minutes
in the conventional manner by burning a thread, and the
azimuth of swing was recorded every 7 minutes, i.e. at
release and at 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, and 42 minutes after release.
The period was about 8.26 seconds.
Results. The observed changes of azimuth on the day of
the solar eclipse are plotted in Fig. 11.
Analysis. This long Foucault-type pendulum behaved in a
very stable manner, which is quite typical for long
pendulums. However well after the end of the locally visible
eclipse, at around 11:33 (to the recording resolution, i.e.
between the readings at 11:29 and 11:36), some influence
clearly acted for a short period to increase the precession
rate. This influence no longer acted during the next interval
between readings (from 11:36 to 11:43), and then reversed
itself to some extent during the next interval (from 11:43 to
11:50).
Comments. This striking deviation during the episode
starting at 11:15 is unexplained. Structurally it closely
resembles Allais's 1954 observation (Refs. 8, 9, and 10):
first an increase of the precession rate, then a plateau, and
then a decrease back to the original trend. However it
occurred after the end of the visible eclipse, whereas the
deviation observed by Allais occurred during the eclipse.
IV. COMPARISON AND CONCLUSIONS
Timings. First the details of the effect timings are
considered with the temporal resolutions of the different
types of apparatus borne in mind. The resolution for the
Kiev balances was 5 minutes, due to the frequency of
observation; the resolution for the Suceava short ball-borne
pendulums was 12 minutes, due to the frequency of release;
and the resolution for the Suceava long pendulum was
7 minutes, due to the frequency of observation.
Within the bounds of accuracy set by these resolutions,
the moment when the five torsion balances in Kiev executed
their abrupt movement was 13:00. The time span of the
coordinated sharp spikes in the precessions of the Suceava
short pendulums (where the fourth contact occurred 8.5
minutes earlier than in Kiev) was 12:15 to 13:15, mid-point
12:45. And the time span of the disturbance (to and fro) of
the Suceava long pendulum was 11:29 to 11:50, mid-point
11:39. So all three devices cannot be said to have reacted
simultaneously. It is noted that the largest-scale device (the
long pendulum) was disturbed first, the medium-scale
devices (the short pendulums) were disturbed substantially

later, and the smallest-scale devices (the torsion balances)
were disturbed a little later than that. When the relative
temporal resolutions of all the devices are considered, the
time between the disturbances of the Kiev torsion balances
and the local fourth contact may have been substantially the
same as the time between the spike disturbances of the
Suceava short pendulums and the local fourth contact.
However the same cannot be said for the Suceava long
Foucault pendulum; it was definitely affected earlier than
the short ball-borne pendulums were, if that is taken as
being at approximately the mid-points of the build-ups of
their hump-shaped deviations.
General. The outstanding feature of the results is that,
although the types of apparatus used by our three
independent teams were quite different, in all three cases,
for each apparatus, the most outstanding peculiar effect was
seen after the visible eclipse had ended. This was not the
pattern that might be expected beforehand: a priori one
might well suppose that, if any anomalous effect were to be
observed, it would occur during the visible eclipse, when
(from the point of view of the experimental apparatus) the
body of the Moon partly covers the Sun and might
conceivably intercept any influence progressing linearly
from the body of the Sun. Of course, a third possibility is
that an anomalous effect might be observed before the
visible eclipse starts, and actually that feature was part of the
patterns seen during independent and mutually 'blind'
gravimeter experiments performed by Wang, Mishra, and
Duval, [17] - [20].
Even if the five devices in Kiev are considered as not
having been operating independently and the two short ballborne pendulums in Suceava Planetarium are considered as
not having been operating independently, still, three
completely independent experiments were conducted in
three separated locations, and the result of each was that the
most significant deviation occurred substantially after the
visible eclipse. If the observed deviations of all three sets of
equipment were random events due to faulty equipment or
poor operation and thus were not attributable to any
common external factor, then the chances of such a
coordinated outcome are rather low. This conclusion holds
irrespective of the acknowledged deficiencies of our
experimental apparatus. Moreover, it is our opinion that the
contention that the two short pendulums in the Planetarium
were both responding to a common local environmental
influence is not really tenable, and in this case the number of
independent experiments becomes four, so the conclusion
becomes much stronger. If the existence of a common local
disturbing environmental influence to the five devices in
Kiev is also excluded - and no such influence is apparent then the chance against the overall outcome having been
accidental becomes enormous.
Given the above, the authors consider that it is an
inescapable conclusion from our experiments that after the
end of the visible eclipse, as the Moon departed the angular
vicinity of the Sun, some influence exerted itself upon the
Eastern European region containing our three sets of
equipment, extending over a field at least hundreds of
kilometers in width.
The nature of this common influence is unknown, but
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plainly it cannot be considered as gravitational in the usually
accepted sense of Newtonian or Einsteinian gravitation. The
basic reason is that in those models the gravitational
influences of several bodies are combined by addition, at
least to the accuracy detectable by molar equipment.
However all three of our experiments exhibited rather
brusque variations (the abrupt jumps of the Kiev balances,
the humps and particularly the sharp spikes in the Suceava
short pendulum charts, and the deviation of the Suceava
long pendulum) which cannot have resulted from linear
combination of the gravitational/tidal influences of the Sun
and the Moon, the magnitudes and angles of which vary
only gently over the time scales of the effects seen. We
therefore are compelled to the opinion that some currently
unknown physical influence was at work.

[2]

V. NOTE UPON ERRORS

[10]

The possibility of systematic error in the results should be
considered.
It is the opinion of the authors that errors due to
meteorological conditions such as temperature and pressure
may be conclusively excluded. Variation of the Earth's
magnetic field was not monitored, but seem unlikely to have
affected the results.
We think that the torsion balance results are the most
likely to have been affected by aleatory local conditions,
although stringent precautions were taken to exclude such a
possibility.
The readings of the two short pendulums over time
usually exhibit auto-correlated deviations of which the
origin is not clear. Clearing up this question is a major
objective of future research. However the disturbances
around the time of the eclipse were significantly larger than
these wanderings.
The data from the long Foucault-type pendulum appears
to us to be the most reliable. Several control experiments
were made with the same apparatus on other days, but
nothing like the variation on eclipse day as shown by the red
line in Fig. 11 was ever seen. In general it is thought that the
stability and repeatability of the motion of a pendulum is
proportional to the square of its length, and many thousands
of observations of long Foucault pendulums by hundreds of
experimenters have verified the predictability and stability
of their motion. For this reason we have no hesitation in
asserting that the deviation shown in Fig. 11 is a genuine
external disturbance of unknown origin, and absolutely
cannot be ascribed to experimental error.
The authors will be happy to make their raw data
available to interested parties.
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